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ABSTRACT :    

            The aim of this paper is to study some dynamical aspects of the shift mapσ on the bi-sided full 

m-shift
mm Σ=Χ ][
. We mainly prove that it is Devaney chaotic (DevC), Auslander-Yorke chaotic and 

generically δ -chaotic. We also establish that σ has chaotic as well as modified weakly chaotic 

dependence on initial conditions. Further we have derived the zeta function for this map and 

calculated the entropy for the full m-shift. 
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1. INTRODUCTION : 

          Shifts, particularly shifts of finite type or Markov shifts [1], as dynamical systems, have some 

additional advantages over other general dynamical systems. It is seen that a Markov shift has very 

close links with graphs, transition matrix and linear algebra and also with the probability matrix [1]. 

Another important aspect is that the study of shift dynamical systems facilitates us in two ways: (i) it 

gives proper knowledge about their individual dynamics and (ii) it provides good information about 

the dynamical systems represented by them or topologically conjugate [1, 2] to them. Finite type shifts 

are sub-shift spaces of the full shifts and hence it becomes an ardent need to know the dynamical 

nature of these full shifts to be able to analyse the dynamical properties of other Markov shifts. For 

this reason we first give below a description of full shifts, discuss the notions related to them as well 

as to other general shifts and mention some important facts which will be useful in our future 

implementations. In this paper we have established some dynamical aspects of the shift map σ [3, 12] 

on the full m-shift. Devaney chaos (DevC) [4, 5, 6], Auslander-Yorke chaos [8] and generic δ -chaos 

[8, 9] of this map have been proved here. Chaotic as well as modified weakly chaotic dependence on 

initial conditions [9] have also been established for this map. In addition to these, we have derived the 

zeta function [1] of this Markov chain [1] and calculated the entropy of the full m-shift. 
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2. PRELIMINARY DISCUSSIONS AND BASIC RESULTS: 

Definition 2.1: Li-Yorke Pairs [8, 10, 11]: A pair 2),( Xzy ∈ in a topological dynamical system

),( fX is called a Li-Yorke pair with modulus 0>δ if we have (i) δ≥
∞→

))(),((lim zfyfdSup nn

n

and also 

(ii) 0))(),((lim =
∞→

zfyfdInf nn

n

. 

Definition 2.2: Weakly and modified weakly chaotic dependence on initial conditions [9]:                 

A dynamical system ),( fX  is called weakly (resp. modified weakly) chaotic dependence on initial 

conditions if for any Xx ∈   and every neighbourhood )(xN of x , there are points Xzy ∈,  [ xzxy ≠≠ ,  

in modified weakly case] such that 2),( Xzy ∈ is a Li-Yorke pair. 

Definition 2.3: Generically δ -Chaotic maps [8, 9]: A continuous map XXf →: on a compact 

metric spaceX  is generically δ -chaotic if ),( δfLY , the set of all the Li-Yorke pairs in X , is residual 

in 2X . 

Proposition 2.1[4, 5, 8]:  A topological dynamical system XXf →:  is topologically transitive if for 

every pair of non-empty open setsU  and V of X , there exists a positive integer Ν∈n such that

.)( φ≠VUf n ∩  

Proposition 2.2 [8]: If XXf →: is a continuous topologically mixing map on a compact metric 

space X, then f is also topologically weak mixing. 

Proposition 2.3 [8]: If a continuous map XXf →:  on a compact metric space X  is topologically 

weak mixing, then it is generically δ -chaotic on X with )(Xdiam=δ . 

2.1: Full Shifts, Shift Spaces and Shifts of finite Type  

      The set AZ of all two-sided sequences of symbols, also called letters, from a finite set A, called 

the alphabet, is the bi-sided full A-shift [1, 7]or simply the full A-shift. Generally A contains typical 

symbols like 0, 1, 2, 3…or a, b, c, d... etc. The full shift over the alphabet A= {0, 1, 2, …, m-1}is 

termed as the full m-shift and it is generally denoted by ][ mm or ΧΣ . A typical point x in a shift is 

denoted as 

                             ............... 3210123 xxxxxxxx ⋅= −−− where alphabetx s
i ∈'  
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A word or a block of length k or simply a k-block over A is a finite sequence of symbols from the 

alphabet A of the type
k

xxxx λλλλ ....
321

. For ∈> )(, iji Z, ],[ jix  denotes the block jiii xxxx ....21 ++ of 

coordinates of the point x from the i-th position to the j-th position. The block kkkkk xxxx .....1],[ +−−− = ,

∈k N, is generally known as the central (2k+1)-block of  x and the role of the central blocks of points 

are very essential in studying the dynamics of the full shifts as well as other shift spaces. If u, v be two 

blocks of letters over A, then uv represents the block of length vu + obtained by concatenating the 

letters in v at the tail of u. If F is a collection of some blocks over A, then X
F 

represents the subset of 

all the sequences in AZ which do not include any block in F. F in this context is known as the 

collection of forbidden blocks. Shifts or shift spaces [1, 7, 12] X are subsets of a full shift AZ such that 

X=X
F  

for some collection F of forbidden blocks. Shifts of finite type or Markov shifts are shift 

spaces which can be described by a finite collection F of forbidden blocks. The full shifts and the 

Golden Mean shift are two examples of shifts of this type. Finite type shifts are called M-step [1] 

when they can be described by a collection of forbidden blocks all having length equal to (M+1). 

Bn(X) denotes the set of all the n-blocks which occur in points in the shift space X, called allowed 

blocks in X. The collection ∪
∞

=

=
1

)()(
n

n XBXB of all allowed blocks in X is called the language of X. A 

shift space is irreducible [1] if for every pair of blocks )(, XBvu ∈ there exists a block )(XBw∈ such 

that )(XBuwv∈ . 

2.2: Graphs, Adjacency Matrices and Edge Shifts 

       The correspondence between a graph and its adjacency matrix is well known. For a definite order 

of listing, the m vertices of a graph give a unique adjacency matrix mmIJAA ×= ][ , a square matrix with 

non-negative integers such thatIJA is the number of edges from the vertex I to the vertex J.  Though a 

different listing order of the vertices may give rise to a different adjacency matrixB , it is not different 

at all in the sense that A and B are always similar.  More precisely, we always have a permutation 

matrix P such that 1−= PAPB . Since similar matrices have the same Jordan canonical form [13], in a 

certain sense they can be treated as same. On the other hand, a square matrix of order m with non-

negative integer entries gives a graph G with a vertex set of m elements. For different labelling of the 

vertices give isomorphic graphs having identical properties. If GA denotes the formation of graph of 
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the square matrix A with non-negative integer entries and AG denotes the formation of adjacency 

matrix of the graph G for a certain labelling, then, we have the following important facts: 

(i) A=A (GA)  and   (ii) ≅G G(AG) [1]. 

These are the most useful correspondences between graphs and their adjacency matrices. These 

correspondences indicate that we can use either the graph G or its adjacency matrix A for the 

specification of the underlined graph, whichever is more convenient in the context.                                                                          

For a graph G with edge set E and adjacency matrix A, the edge shift [1] XG or XA is defined to be the 

shift space over the alphabet A=E such that   

                                       XA=XG )}()(:)({ 1+∈ === iiZii eietee ,  

where t(ei) is the terminal vertex of the edge ei and i(ei+1) is the initial vertex of the edge ei+1. This is 

the connection we have between graphs and shifts. The following propositions reveal this connection 

more formally and explicitly. 

Proposition: 2.4 [1]: If G is a graph with adjacency matrix A, then the associated edge shift XG= XA is 

a 1-step shift of finite type. 

 Proposition: 2.5 [1]: If G is a graph, then there is a unique sub-graph H of G such that H is essential 

and XG= XH.                                                                                                        

  Proposition: 2.6 [1]: Let G be a graph with adjacency matrix A and .0≥m  Then, 

(i) The number of paths of length m from I to J is IJ
mA ][ , the (I, J)-th entry of Am. 

(ii)  The number of cycles of length m in G is tr(Am), the trace of Am and this equals the number 

of points in XG with period m. 

Proposition 2.4 implies that every graph correspond a shift of finite type while Proposition 2.5 

expresses that not the whole graph is essential to construct the associated shift, only the largest 

essential sub-graph of the given graph is sufficient for this purpose. The implications of the 

Proposition 2.6 will be more useful to derive the number of periodic points of a shift space if we can 

represent it by a graph.  

Shifts of finite type attract more our attentions due to their simplest representation using a finite 

directed graph and hence questions about the shifts become the questions about their graphs or 

equivalently the questions about the graphs’ adjacency matrices which can be answered more easily 

and perfectly by using basic results from linear algebra. 
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2.3: Graph Representation of Shifts and Vertex Shifts 

         Every shift of finite type is not an edge shift [1]. Golden mean shift is a good example in support 

of this fact. But any shift of finite type can be recoded, using the higher block presentation, to become 

an edge shift. In fact, for an m-step shift X of finite type, there is a graph G such that X [m+1] = XG. Here 

X [m+1] is the image of the shift space X under the (m+1)th higher block code Zm
Xm AX )(: ]1[

1
+

+ →β given 

by Xxxx miiim ∈= ++ ,))(( ],[1β , where Zm
XA )( ]1[ + is the full shift over the alphabet )(1

]1[ XBA m
m

X +
+ = , the 

collection of all the allowed (m+1)-blocks in X. 

Using a transition matrix, a non-negative matrix with entries either 0 or 1, one can obtain a shift of 

finite type. The shift obtained in this way is known as a vertex shift [1]. The formal definition of such 

shifts has been given below: 

Let B be a transition matrix of order mm× . Then it is the adjacency matrix of a graph G such that 

between any two vertices there exists at most one edge. The vertex shift of B is a shift space denoted 

by GB XX ˆˆ = and is defined by  

                           
}},.......,4,3,2,1{,,1:)({ˆˆ

1
mAZiBAxxXX

ii xx
Z

ZiiGB =∈∀=∈===
+∈  

 
Vertex shifts are1-step shifts of finite type. For, FB XX =ˆ where },,0:{ AjiBijF ij ∈== . These shifts 

are also called topological Markov chains [1, 14]. The topological Markov chain corresponding to the 

transition matrix B is also denoted byBΣ . We have the following proposition that shows the relations 

among edge shifts, vertex shifts and shifts of finite type:  

Proposition: 2.7[1]:  

(i) Up to a renaming of symbols, every 1-step shift of finite type is same as the vertex shift. 

(ii)  Up to a renaming of the symbols, every edge shift is a vertex shift. 

(iii)  If X is a 1-step shift of finite type, then X[m] is a 1-step shift of finite type, equivalently a 

vertex shift. In fact, there is a graph G such that G
m XX ˆ][ = and G

m XX =+ ]1[ . 

Though vertex shift is very simple to describe, edge shifts have been mostly preferred in most of the 

applications due to economy of expression of its adjacency matrix. Further, in case of vertex shifts, 

certain operations on matrices do not preserve the property of being 0-1 (transition) matrices. 

2.4: The full m-shift as a topological dynamical system (TDS) and cylinder sets 

      A topological dynamical system [TDS] is a pair ),( fX where X is a compact metric space 
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[15] and f is a continuous transformation on X. The full m-shift mΣ is a TDS under the metricρd  and 

transformation σ on mΣ  defined as below: 

           For 1>ρ and miiii yyxx Σ∈== ∞
−∞=

∞
−∞= )(,)( , the mapping Rd mm →Σ×Σ:ρ  defined by 









=
≠

=Ν∈≠
=

−−
−

yxif

yxif

yxtsgreatestiskandyxif

yxd

kkkk
k

0

1

..

),( 00

],[],[ρ

ρ

                                       

is easily seen to be a metric formΣ . From definition it is clear that two points in mΣ are close to each 

other if they admit in a large central block. Under this metric mΣ is a compact metric space [1, 15]. 

Also, the shift transformation σ  on the full m-shift mΣ defined by ..........)( 321012 xxxxxxx ⋅= −−σ , i.e.σ

shifts every letter in x one place to the left, is a continuous map [1, 3] and hence ),( σmΣ  is a 

topological dynamical system (TDS). The concept of open and closed sets plays a very essential role 

in the study of metric spaces. In the full shift spaces we have sets, known as cylinders, which are both 

open and closed at the same time. These cylinders, particularly the class of symmetric cylinders and 

admissible symmetric cylinders in shift spaces, are very important in the studies of shift spaces as 

topological dynamical systems. Because these class of cylinders form bases for the shift spaces.  

Therefore, we need the formal definition of these important terms. 

        If ∈nl, N and }1,.......,2,1,0{ −∈ mai , nil ≤≤− , then a cylinder ),........,,( 1, nllnl aaaC +−−− is a 

subset of mΣ defined as:   

                         
),........,,( 1, nllnl aaaC +−−−  = },:)({ nilaxxx iim

i
ii ≤≤−∀=Σ∈= ∞=

−∞= .   

For ∈n N, ),........,,( 1, nnnnn aaaC +−−− is called a symmetric cylinder. In case of a topological Markov 

chain [9] mB Σ⊂Σ corresponding to a transition matrix B, a cylinder ),...,(, nlnl aaC −− is an admissible 

cylinder if nilB
iaai

<≤−∀=
+

,1
1  

and a cylinder ),......,(, nnnn aaC −− is an admissible symmetric cylinder 

if nilB
iaai

<≤−∀=
+

,1
1

.  

The following three well known propositions related to cylinder sets are more important and have 

been extensively used in the proofs of some main theorems deduced by us. 
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Proposition: 2.8: If ,12 −> mρ then any non-empty open set mU Σ⊂ contains a symmetric cylinder

),.....,(, nnnn aaC −− .                                                                                        

Proposition: 2.9:  If ,12 −> mρ then any non-empty open set BU Σ⊂ contains an admissible 

symmetric cylinder ).,.....,(, nnnn aaC −−  

Proposition: 2.10: If ,12 −> mρ then for nρε /1= , )/1,(),......,(,
n

dnnnn xBxxC ρ
ρ

=−− where ∞=
−∞== i

iixx )(  

contains the central block nnnn xxxxx ........... 01],[ ⋅= −−− . 

2.18: Irreducible and Aperiodic Matrices:  

        Irreducibility and aperiodicity of matrices are two more essential concepts in linear algebra as 

well as in dynamical systems. A transition matrix A is said to be irreducible if for any Ν∈ji , , 

,,1 mji ≤≤ Ν∈∃n (possibly dependent onji, ) such that .0)( >ij
nA  i.e. the thji ),( entry of An is 

positive. 

        On the other hand, a transition matrix is aperiodic if there exists Ν∈n such that for any 

,,1 mji ≤≤ .0)( >ij
nA  i.e. the matrix An is positive. From the definitions of irreducible and aperiodic 

matrices it is clear that an aperiodic matrix is always irreducible. 

3. The Main Results: 

Proposition: 3.1[1]:  If AA Σ→Σ:σ be a topological Markov chain corresponding to the transition 

matrix A, then, 
 

(i) A is irreducible if and only if AA Σ→Σ:σ is topologically transitive. 

(ii)  If A is aperiodic, then, AA Σ→Σ:σ is topologically mixing. 

Proof: In the proof of this proposition the following Lemma have been extensively used.    

 Lemma [1]: If 0>nA  for some Ν∈n , then for any integer nr >  we also have that 0>rA .  

Proof of the Lemma: The concepts of graph of the transition matrix A have been basically used in the 

proof of this Lemma. 

          If 0>nA for some Ν∈n , then this means that for every mjj ≤≤1, where m is the order of the 

matrix A, there exists a positive integer Ν∈jk  such that 1=jk j
A . For, otherwise, if 0=jkA for all

mk ≤≤1 , then the vertex jv of the corresponding graph of the matrix A cannot be reached from any 
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other vertex kv . In this case, there cannot have any path of length k reaching the vertexjv . This 

contradicts our assumption that )0(0 >> nn
ji AA ∵ .             

           Now by induction we show that for anynr ≥ . The result is true for nr = by our assumption. 

Let it be true for some nr >  such that 0>rA and let mji ≤≤ ,1 . Then, by our first remark, for every

j , there exists ∈jk N such that 1=jk j
A . Further, for all the other mk ≤≤1 , we have 0≥jkA . So, we 

clearly have that                                                                          

                              
]00[01.

1

1 >⇒>>==≥=∑
=

+ r
ik

rr
ik

r
ikjk

r
ikkj

m

r

r
ik

r
ij jjjjj

AAAAAAAAA ∵

 

This proves that 01 >+rA  and hence by induction the Lemma follows.                              

 Proof of the proposition: 

 (i) Let us first assume that the matrix A is irreducible. We need to show that AA Σ→Σ:σ is 

topologically transitive. To show this we establish that for non-empty open sets AVU Σ⊆, , there 

exists Ν∈M such that φσ ≠VUM ∩)( .                                 

         Fix 12 −> mρ . Then, by proposition 2.8, for the non-empty open sets AVU Σ⊆,  there exist 

symmetric cylinders UxxC kkkk ⊆−− ),....,(),( and VyyC llll ⊆−− ),....,(),( . Now we construct a point Az Σ∈  

using the central blocks of these symmetric cylinders.  

        Take kxi = and lyj −= . Then by irreducibility of A, there exists Nn∈ such that 0>n
jiA . This 

implies that there is a path of length n in GA that connects the vertex
kxv to the vertex

lyv
−

. Let the digits 

describing this path be nn zzzz ,,........,, 110 − where lnk yzxz −== ,0 . Clearly, for every non-negative 

integer i with 10 −≤≤ ni , we have 1
1

=
+ii yyA .  

Now, consider the point Az Σ∈ such that     

                                      ......................................... 1211012 llnkk yyzzzxxxxxxz −−−−− ⋅=   

Here, as z contains the central block kk xx ,....,− ; so, UxxCz kkkk ⊆∈ −− ),....,(),( . Further, if we take

lnkM ++= , 
�

......................)(
0

0 l

i

l
M yyyz

=
−=σ  and so ∈)(zMσ VyyC llll ⊆−− ),....,(),( . So, it follows that

φσσ ≠⇔∈ − VUVUz MM ∩∩ )()( . That is, the shift map AA Σ→Σ:σ is topologically transitive.  
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            Conversely, let AA Σ→Σ:σ  be topologically transitive. We now show that A is irreducible.                                                                                                              

Let mji ≤≤ ,1 and take the cylinders }:{)( 00 ixxiC A =Σ∈= and }:{)( 00 jyyjC A =Σ∈= . Since, 

cylinder sets are always open as well as closed, so, we can take )(0 iC and )(0 jC as open sets. Let us 

denote them as U and V respectively. Then by transitivity of AA Σ→Σ:σ , there exists Nn∈ such that

φσ ≠VUn ∩)( .  

Now, )()()( VUzVUVU nnn −− ∈∃⇔≠⇔≠ σφσφσ ∩∩∩  

                                                                         ⇔ ))(()(.. 00 jCVzandiCUztsz n =∈=∈∃ −σ  

                                                               ⇔ jzandiztsz n ==∃ 0..  

Thus we have got an element AUz Σ⊆∈ that describes a bi-infinite path on the graph GA of A such 

that jziz n == ,0 and this gives a path of length n connecting the vertex vi to vj. From this it follows 

that for all i, j with mji ≤≤ ,1 , there exists Nn∈ such that .0>n
jiA Hence A is irreducible. 

(ii) Let A be aperiodic. Then, there exists Nn∈ such that 0>nA . We show that AA Σ→Σ:σ is 

topologically mixing. i.e., for any pair of non-empty open sets AVU Σ⊆, , there exists ∈0M N such 

that φσ ≠VUM ∩)( for all 0MM ≥ . In a similar reasoning as in part (i), both AVU Σ⊆, contains 

symmetric cylinders UxxC kkkk ⊆−− ),....,(),(  and VyyC llll ⊆−− ),....,(),( . Let lknM ++=0 . If 0MM ≥ , 

then lkmM ++= with nm≥ . Also, by the above Lemma, 0>mA and so 0>
−

m
yx lk

A . Therefore, there 

exists a path of length m from the vertex xk to the vertex y-l. So, as in part (i), we can construct a point z 

of the form                                                                

                    ........................................ 1211012 llnkk yyzzzxxxxxxz −−−−− ⋅= in AΣ such that )(VUz M−∈ σ∩

and from this it immediately follows that φσ ≠VUM ∩)( . This is true for any 0MM ≥ . Hence 

AA Σ→Σ:σ is topologically mixing.■ 

Theorem: 3.2: The shift map mm Σ→Σ:σ is topologically transitive as well as mixing. 

Proof :( i) Topological transitivity ofσ :  

            Let U and V be any two non-empty open sets inmΣ . We show that for these two non-empty 

open sets U and V, there exists a positive integer n such that φσ ≠VUn ∩)( . 
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            Since U and V are non-empty, so, we have Uxx ii ∈= ∞
−∞=)( and Vyy ii ∈= ∞

−∞=)( . Again, since U 

and V are open sets in mΣ , so there are open balls ),( 1rxBdρ
and ),( 2ryBdρ

such that UrxBd ⊆),( 1ρ

and VryBd ⊆),( 2ρ
.  

            Fix 12 −> mρ . Now for 0, 21 >rr , we can find a positive integer n such that },min{ 21 rrn ≤−ρ . 

Then clearly UxB n
d ⊆− ),( ρ

ρ
and VyB n

d ⊆− ),( ρ
ρ

. Also, we have that ),....,(),( , nnnn
n

d xxCxB −−
− =ρ

ρ

and ),....,(),( , nnnn
n

d yyCyB −−
− =ρ

ρ
. Therefore, all the points in ),( n

d xB −ρ
ρ

must agree with x in the 

)12( +n -central block and all the points in ),( n
d yB −ρ

ρ
must agree with y in the )12( +n -central block.  

                 We now consider a very typical point miizz Σ∈= ∞
−∞=)( such that nnixz ii ,....,, −=∀=  and

12,...,2,1,1 +=∀= −−+ niyz niin . Then clearly the point z agrees with x in )12( +n -central block and hence

),(),....,(,
n

dnnnn xBxxCz −
−− =∈ ρ

ρ
. Further )(12 zn+σ  agrees with y in )12( +n -central block and so

),(),...,()( ,
12 n

dnnnn
n yByyCz −

−−
+ =∈ ρσ

ρ
.  

Thus ,),( UxBz n
d ⊆∈ −ρ

ρ
⇒⊆∈ −+ VyBz n

d
n ),()(12 ρσ

ρ
VzUz nnn ∈∈ +++ )(),()( 121212 σσσ  

                                                                                                      
VUz nn ∩)()( 1212 ++ ∈⇒ σσ  

                                                                                                      
φσ ≠⇒ + VUn ∩)(12

 

Hence the self-map mm Σ→Σ:σ is topologically transitive. ■  

(ii) σ is topologically mixing : Let U and V be any two non-empty open sets inmΣ . Here we need to 

prove that for the non-empty open sets U and V, there exists a positive integer Ν∈0n such that

Ν∈≥∀≠ nnnVUn ,,)( 0φσ ∩ . U and V being non-empty, we get Uxx ii ∈= ∞
−∞=)( and Vyy ii ∈= ∞

−∞=)( . 

Again, U and V being open, there are open balls ),( 1rxBdρ
and ),( 2ryBdρ

such that UrxBd ⊆),( 1ρ
and

VryBd ⊆),( 2ρ
.  Now for 0, 21 >rr , we can find Ν∈k such that },min{ 21 rrk ≤−ρ . Then clearly 

UxB k
d ⊆− ),( ρ

ρ
and VyB k

d ⊆− ),( ρ
ρ

.  

              Also, for a fixed ,12 −> mρ by proposition 2.10 we have that ),....,(),( , kkkk
k

d xxCxB −−
− =ρ

ρ

and ),....,(),( , kkkk
k

d yyCyB −−
− =ρ

ρ
. In this case, every point in ),( k

d xB −ρ
ρ

must agree with x in the 
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)12( +k -central block and every point in ),( k
d yB −ρ

ρ
must agree with y in the )12( +k -central block. 

We now construct a sequence }{ nz points in mΣ  with the help of x, y and k as follows: 

                              ................................... 1011 +−−− ⋅= kkkkk yyyxxxxz  

                              ................................ 11012 +−−− ⋅= kkkkk yyyaxxxxz  

                              ................................ 121013 +−−− ⋅= kkkkk yyyaaxxxxz  

                              ……..   …….  …….  …….  …….  …….  …….. 

                              }1,...,1,0{,2......,.......................... '
112101 −∈≥⋅= +−−−− maiyyyaaaxxxxz s

ikkkikki  

Here, every 2, ≥izi , is constructed by concatenating the words ],[ kx −∞ , ]1,1[ −ia and ,],[ ∞−ky  where ]1,1[ −ia

is the word of a fixed sequence ∞
∞−= )( iaa chosen arbitrarily. Also, we note here that every 1, ≥izi , 

agrees with the point x at least in the )12( +k -central block. Therefore, for every 1, ≥izi , we have 

.),(),....,(, UxBxxCz k
dkkkki ⊆=∈ −

−− ρ
ρ

 

Now, 
�

Vyyyyxxz k

i

kkk
k ∈⋅=

=

−−−
+ .............................)(

0

011
12σ and )()( 12

1
12 Uz kk ++ ∈σσ  

                      VUz kk ∩)()( 12
1

12 ++ ∈⇒ σσ  

  .)(12 φσ ≠⇒ + VUk ∩  

 Also, 
�

Ν∈≥∀∈⋅=∈
=

−−−−
−+−+ iiVyyyyaaaxxzUz k

i

kikki
ik

i
ik ,2,.........................)(,)(

0

01121
1212 σσ .     

 So, ,)(12 φσ ≠−+ VUik ∩ for all 2≥i . Thus, φσ ≠VUn ∩)( , for all 1212 0 +=≥−+= knikn .  

Hence, the shift map mm Σ→Σ:σ is topologically mixing.■ 

Remarks: We can alternatively give the proof of this theorem as an immediate consequence of the 

proposition3.1 which uses irreducibility and aperiodicity.  The implementations are as follows:                              

  Consider the matrix mmijAA ×= ][ where 1=ijA  for all Ν∈ji , with mji ≤≤ ,1 . This transition matrix 

clearly induces the graph G with m vertices such that there is exactly one and only one edge from 

every vertex vi to the vertex vj. So, in this case clearly we have that .mA Σ=Σ Also, mmijAA ×= ][ being 

positive is aperiodic and hence it is irreducible. Therefore, by Proposition 3.1, mm Σ→Σ:σ is 

topologically transitive as well as topologically mixing.■ 
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Theorem: 3.3: The set )(σP of all the periodic points of mm Σ→Σ:σ is dense in .mΣ  

Proof: Consider an arbitrary point mkkii xxxxxxxx Σ∈⋅== −−−
∞

−∞= ............................)( 1012 . We need to 

show that for any 0>ε , however small, there is a periodic point )(σPp∈ such that ερ <),( pxd . That 

is, for an arbitrarily chosen small ,0>ε  theε -neighbourhood of x contains points of )(σP .                                                                                                     

We note that for fixed 0>ε and 1>ρ , we can always find Nn∈ such that ερ <−n . Now, for the 

arbitrary point mx Σ∈ , we find a periodic point )(σPp∈ satisfying all our requirements mentioned 

above. Take the point mp Σ∈ such that  

                           mnnnnnn xxxxxxxxxxxxp Σ∈⋅= −−−−− ............................................. 010120                                

That is, the point p is constructed by concatenating the fixed )12( +n -block ],[ nnx − of the given point 

infinitely in both directions. This can always be done for any arbitrary point x. 

Since, x and p agree at least in the )12( +n central block, so by definition of the metricρd , we have

ερρ <≤ −npxd ),( . Also, mp Σ∈ thus constructed is clearly a periodic point and hence )(σPp∈ . Thus 

for every point mx Σ∈ , we always have a point )(σPp∈ which is at a distance less than an arbitrarily 

chosen small quantity 0>ε . Hence )(σP is dense in mΣ .■ 

Theorem: 3.4: The shift map mm Σ→Σ:σ has sensitive dependence on initial conditions with the 

sensitivity constant 1=δ . 

Proof:  For simplification of the proof, we first fix ρ such that 12 −> mρ . 

        Now we show that for any )(/1 Ν∈== − nnn ρρε and m
i
iixx Σ∈= ∞=

−∞=)( , there always exists a 

point miiyy Σ∈= ∞
−∞=)( in the ε -neighbourhood of x such that 11 ++ ≠ nn yx .   By proposition 2.7, for

12 −> mρ , nρε /1=  we always have that    )/1,(),....,(,
n

dnnnn xBxxC ρ
ρ

=−− .  

    Suppose )(xNε denotes theε -neighbourhood of x. Then, clearly thisε -neighbourhood is nothing but 

the open ball )/1,(),( n
dd xBxB ρε

ρρ
= .Let, )(),( xNxBy d =∈ ε

ρ
with yx ≠ .We claim that it is always 

possible to have such a point my Σ∈  such that ),( ε
ρ

xBy d∈ .  For, if we take m
i
iiyy Σ∈= ∞=

−∞=)( with

],[],[ nnnn yx −− = and 11 ++ ≠ nn yx , then, ),()/1,(),....,(, ερ
ρρ

xBxBxxCy d
n

dnnnn ==∈ −− . Now, assume that 

0>ε be arbitrarily small number. In this case we can find a positive integer Ν∈n  such that
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nn −+− ≤≤ ρερ )1( . If we take )1(
1

+−= nρε , then by our argument as before, there exists a point 

miiyy Σ∈= ∞
−∞=)( in the 1ε -neighbourhood of x such that ]1,1[]1,1[ +−−+−− = nnnn yx and 22 ++ ≠ nn yx . Actually 

there are infinite number of such points. Here .),( )1(
1 ερερ <== +− nyxd   

Again, 22]1,1[]1,1[ ,)(,)( +++−−+−−
∞

−∞=
∞

−∞= ≠=Σ∈== nnnnnnmiiii yxyxwhereyyxx  

� 0
1

0
111 ))(())(()()( yxwhereyx nnnn ++++ ≠≠ σσσσ  

� )(1))(),(( 11 δσσρ ==++ yxd nn  

 Thus there exists )1(=δ such that for any miixx Σ∈= ∞
−∞=)( and any neighbourhood )(xN of x, there 

exists )()( xNyy ii ∈= ∞
−∞=  and Ν∈k with )(1))(),(( δσσρ ==yxd kk . 

Hence the theorem follows.■ 

Theorem: 3.5: The shift map mm Σ→Σ:σ Devaney as well as Auslander-Yorke chaotic. 

Proof: In the theorem 3.2 we have seen that σ  is topologically transitive, theorem 3.3 shows that the 

set )(σP  of all the periodic points of σ is dense in mΣ  and in theorem 3.4 it has been established that 

σ has sensitive dependence on initial conditions. So, it follows that mm Σ→Σ:σ is Devaney chaotic. 

Also, a Devaney chaotic map is always an Auslander-Yorke chaotic. Hence, σ being a Devaney 

chaotic map is also Auslander-Yorke chaotic.■ 

Theorem3.6: The shift map mm Σ→Σ:σ  is genericallyδ -chaotic with 1)( =Σ= mdiamδ . 

Proof:  In Theorem 3.2 we have established that the shift transformation  σ  on mΣ  is topologically 

mixing. Also, it is a well-known fact that a continuous topologically mixing map on a compact metric 

space is topologically weak mixing. So, the shift transformation σ being a continuous topologically 

mixing map on the compact metric space mΣ is topologically weak mixing.  

Again, since a continuous topologically weak mixing map on a compact metric spaceX   is generically 

δ -chaotic on X with )(Xdiam=δ . Therefore, it follows that the shift transformation σ   on mΣ being a 

continuous topologically weak mixing map on the compact metric spacemΣ  is generically δ -chaotic 

with 1)( =Σ= mdiamδ .  ■ 
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Theorem: 3.7: The Topological Dynamical System (mΣ ,σ ) has modified weakly chaotic dependence 

on initial conditions. 

Proof: A dynamical system ),( fX has modified weakly chaotic dependence on initial conditions if for 

any Xx∈  and every neighbourhood )(xN of x , there are )(, xNzy ∈  with xzxy ≠≠ ,  such that 

2),( Xzy ∈ is Li-Yorke. 

                Let 12 −> mρ be fixed. Also, let miixx Σ∈= ∞
−∞=)( be an arbitrary point and )(xN be any 

neighbourhood ofx . Then there exists an open set (open neighbourhood) U  of mΣ  such that 

).(xNUx ⊆∈  

Now, since Ux ∈  and U  is an open set, so, for some largeΝ∈n there exists an open ball ),( nxB −ρ  

such that )(),( xNUxB n ⊆⊆−ρ . Also, we note here that ),( nxB −ρ is nothing but the symmetric 

cylinder ),.......,(, nnnn xxC −− . We now find )(, xNzy ∈  with xzxy ≠≠ ,  such that the pair 2),( mzy Σ∈  

is Li-Yorke. We recall that a pair 2),( mzy Σ∈  is Li-Yorke in ),( σmΣ with modulus 0>δ if 

,))(),((lim δσσρ ≥
∞→

zydSup nn

n

0))(),((lim =
∞→

zydInf nn

n

σσρ . Before proving these, we first define some 

typical words )3,( nxΑ , )5,( nxΑ , )7,( nxΑ etc. for the simplification of our proof. We define these 

words using the letters in mixx Σ∈= ∞
∞−)(  as follows and with the help of these words we construct the 

points mzy Σ∈, : 

                  )2,( nxΑ  = nnnnnn xxxxxx 62414
*
4

*
22

*
12 ............................. ++++ , 

                  )6,( nxΑ = ,............................. 102818
*
8

*
26

*
16 nnnnnn xxxxxx ++++  

                 )10,( nxΑ = ( nnnnnn xxxxxx 14212112
*
12

*
210

*
110 .......................... ++++ ), …. and so on.  

 Note that each of the above words contains n4 letters, first n2  of which are them-nary complements 

of the corresponding letters in xand the rest n2  letters are just the letters in the corresponding 

positions inx . In all the above words the m-nary complement *
kx of the letter kx is given by

kxmx kk ∀−−= ,)1(* , kx . Now we take                                            

                   
�

.......................................... 261662212
*
2

*
2

*
11

0

01 ++++++

=

−− ⋅= nnnnnnnnn

i

n xxxxxxxxxxxxxy
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And    
�

.).........14,()10,()6,()2,(..................... *
2

*
1

0

01 nxnxnxnxxxxxxxz nnn

i

n ΑΑΑΑ⋅= +

=

−−  

With these notations we now prove the theorem as follows: 

                       Since, y and zagree withx in the )12( +n -central block, so by definition of ρd  we get,

nyxd −= ρρ ),( , .),( nzxd −= ρρ  
Also, since every symmetric cylinder is closed, the ball ),( nxB −ρ

being a symmetric cylinder is closed and hence ).(),(, xNUxBzy n ⊆⊆∈ −ρ  

Here, we note that z  contains infinitely many words of the type ))12(2,( nkx −Α , ,Ν∈k  containing 

n4  letters each. 

Also,     
�

......................)( 16615514413322

0

12
*

]2,1[],[
12

+++++

=

++−∞
+ ⋅= nnnnnnnnn

i

nnnn
n xxxxxxxxxxxxyσ  

              
�

..............................)( 18
*
8

*
16615514

*
4

0

*
12

*
]2,1[],[

12
++++

=

++−∞
+ ⋅= nnnnnnnn

i

nnnn
n xxxxxxxxxxxzσ

 

             
�

................................)( 166

0

15514413312
*

]2,1[],[
15

+

=

+++++−∞
+ ⋅= nn

i

nnnnnnnnnn
n xxxxxxxxxxxyσ  

             
�

..........................)( *
26

*
1661625

0

1552414
*
4

*
1],[

15
++−+

=

++++−∞
+ ⋅= nnnnn

i

nnnnnnn
n xxxxxxxxxxxxzσ  

Here 0
12

0
12 ))(())(( zy nn ++ ≠ σσ  and )(15 yn+σ , )(15 zn+σ  agree in )12( −n -central block.  

Therefore,  11))(),(())(),((sup 1212 ==≥
∞→

++

∞→∞→ n

nn

n

nn

nn
LtzydLtzydLt σσσσ ρρ  

 Again,        ))(),((inf0 zydLt nn

nn
σσρ∞→

≤  

                       
))(),(( 1515 zydLt nn

n

++

∞→
≤ σσρ 0)1( == −−

∞→

n

n
Lt ρ  

Now, 0))(),((inf0))(),((inf0 =⇒≤≤
∞→∞→

zydLtzydLt nn

nn

nn

nn
σσσσ ρρ .                                                        

Thus 1))(),((sup ≥
∞→

zydLt nn

nn
σσρ       and     0))(),((inf =

∞→
zydLt nn

nn
σσρ .                                                  

Hence, 2),( mzy Σ∈ is a Li-Yorke pair with modulus 01>=δ . Consequently, the dynamical system       

( mΣ ,σ  ) has modified weakly chaotic dependence on initial conditions.■ 

Theorem: 3.8: The dynamical system ),( σmΣ has chaotic dependence on initial conditions. 
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Proof: We first note that a dynamical system ),( fX  has chaotic dependence on initial conditions if 

for any Xx∈ and every neighbourhood )(xN of x , there is a )(xNy∈  such that the pair 2),( Xyx ∈ is 

Li-Yorke. 

             Let, miiaa Σ∈= ∞
−∞=)( be an arbitrary point and  )(aN  be any neighbourhood ofa. Then there 

exists an open set (open neighbourhood) U  of mΣ   such that )(aNUa ⊆∈ . Now, since Ua ∈  and U  

is open, so there exists an open ball ),( n
d aB −ρ

ρ
for some Ν∈n  such that )(),( aNUaB n

d ⊆⊆−ρ
ρ

.  

Fix 12 −> mρ so that ),....,(),( , nnnn
n

d aaCaB −−
− =ρ

ρ
. Now for our purpose we find a very typical 

point  )(),( aNUaBb n
d ⊆⊆∈ −ρ

ρ
 such that 2),( mba Σ∈  is Li-Yorke.  

Using the notations as in Theorem: 3.7 and the letters in mnaaaaa Σ∈= ......),,......,,( 321 , we define the 

words )2,( naΑ , )6,( naΑ , )10,( naΑ ,……. etc. as follows:   

                    )2,( naΑ  = nnnnnn aaxaaa 62414
*
4

*
22

*
12 ............ ++++ , 

                     )6,( naΑ = ,............ 102818
*
8

*
26

*
16 nnnnnn aaaaaa ++++  

                   )10,( naΑ = nnnnnn aaaaaa 14212112
*
12

*
210

*
110 ............ ++++  and so on.    

 Here we note that each of the above defined words contains n4 letters, first n2  of which are the m-

nary complements of the corresponding letters in a and the rest n2  letters are just the letters in 

corresponding position ofa. In all the above words, the m-nary complement *
ka of ka is given by

kama kk ∀−−= ,)1(* . Now, using the above words we construct the point b as follows: 

                    
�

.).........14,()10,()6,()2,(..................... *
2

*
1

0

01 nanananaaaaaaab nnn

i

n ΑΑΑΑ⋅= +

=

−−

 

From the construction of b it is clear that b  agrees with a in )12( +n -central block and so we get

nbad −= ρρ ),( . Since ),....,(),( , nnnn
n

d aaCaB −−
− =ρ

ρ
is closed and nbad −= ρρ ),( , it follows that 

)(),( aNUaBb n
d ⊆⊆∈ −ρ

ρ
. 

Here, we see that the point b  contains infinitely many words containing n4  letters each of the type

))12(2,( nka −Α , Ν∈k . Also,   

                  
�

....................)( 18
*
8

*
166514

*
4

0

*
12

*
]2,1[],[

12
+++

=

++−∞
+ ⋅= nnnnnnn

i

nnnn
n aaaaaaaaaabσ   
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And           
�

.................)( *
26

*
16625

0

15514
*
4

*
1],[

15
+++

=

+++−∞
+ ⋅= nnnn

i

nnnnnn
n aaaaaaaaaabσ

 

Here 0
12

0
12 ))(())(( ba nn ++ ≠ σσ and )(15 an+σ , )(15 bn+σ  agree in )12( −n -central block.                        

Therefore,    11))(),(())(),((sup 1212 ==≥
∞→

++

∞→∞→ n

nn

n

nn

nn
LtbadLtbadLt σσσσ ρρ  

Again,         ))(),((inf0 badLt nn

nn
σσρ∞→

≤  

                       
))(),(( 1515 badLt nn

n

++

∞→
≤ σσρ 0)1( == −−

∞→

n

n
Lt ρ  

Now, 0))(),((inf0))(),((inf0 =⇒≤≤
∞→∞→

badLtbadLt nn

nn

nn

nn
σσσσ ρρ .                              

 Thus 1))(),((sup ≥
∞→

badLt nn

nn
σσρ       and     0))(),((inf =

∞→
badLt nn

nn
σσρ .                            

   Hence, 2),( mba Σ∈ is a Li-Yorke pair with modulus 01>=δ . Consequently, the dynamical system    

( mΣ ,σ  ) has chaotic dependence on initial conditions.■ 

4. Zeta functions of the shift map :σ  

Let ),( fX be a dynamical system. For Ν∈n , let )( fpn be the number of periodic points of period n, 

i.e., })(:{)( xxfXxfp n
n =∈= . Then np is a topological invariant [1], i.e. the values ofnp  are same 

for two topologically conjugate dynamical systems. The zeta function off , denoted by )(tfζ , is again 

a topological invariant that combines all thesnp' . For the dynamical system ),( fX with ,)( ∞<fpn

Ν∈∀n , the zeta function )(tfζ  is defined as:                                                     

                                                                






= ∑
∞

=1

)(
exp)(

n

nn
f t

n

fp
tζ  . 

Expanding out the powers of the series gives, 

               
..........].)()()(3)(2[

6

1
].)()([

2

1
).(1)( 33

1123
22

121 +++++++= tfpfpfpfptfpfptfptfζ      

 For example, consider the dynamical system ),( 2 σΣ . The full 2- shift 2Σ is described by the transition 

matrix 







=

11

11
A . Let us denote the eigen values 0 and 2  of the transition matrix 








=

11

11
A by λ andµ

respectively. Then, by Proposition 2.10, we have, 
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nnnnnn

An Atrp 220)()( =+=+== µλσ

( )

t

t

n

t
t

n
t

n

p
t

n

n

n

n
n

n

nAn
A

21

1

)21log(exp

)2(
exp

2
exp

)(
exp)(

111

−
=

−−=









=








=







=∴ ∑∑∑
∞

=

∞

=

∞

=

σζ σ

 

The important key to derive the zeta function of the shift map of any finite type shift is:                                                                                                                          

Theorem: 4.1[1]: If A is a rr × nonnegative integer matrix, )(tAχ its characteristic polynomial and Aσ

its associated shift map, then 

∏
Χ∈

− −
=

−Ι
==

)(

1 )1(

11

)(

1
)(

Asp
rA

r ttAtt
t

A

λ

σ λχ
ζ  , where )(AspΧ is the nonzero spectrum of A. 

4.2: Derivations of zeta function for the shift map σ  on the full m-shift mΣ :                                          

We know that the full m-shift mΣ is described by the non-negative integer matrix A given by: 

mm

A

×






















=

1.111

.....

1.111

1.111

1.111

 

Here to find the zeta function of the shift map σ  on the full m-shift mΣ  by fruitfully using the theorem 

4.1, we need to compute tAm −Ι . We perform this as follows:

mtmt

ttttmt

CCCCC

ttttmt

ttttmt

ttttmt

ttttmt

ttttmt

ttttt

ttttt

ttttt

ttttt

ttttt

tAD

mm

m

mm

mm

m

−=−=

−−−−−

=

++++=

−−−−−

−−−−−
−−−−−
−−−−−
−−−−−

=

−−−−−

−−−−−
−−−−−
−−−−−
−−−−−

=−Ι=

×

×

×

11).1(

1..0000

............

0..1000

0..0100

0..0010

..1

]....[

1..1

............

..11

..11

..11

..1

1..

............

..1

..1

..1

..1

321
'

1
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                    mttAtt
t

mA
rm −

=
−Ι

==∴ − 1
11

)(
1

)(
1χ

ζσ    ■   

5. Entropy of the full m-shift: 

          Entropy is a very important and deeper concept in dynamics that measures the dynamical 

complexity of mappings. Topological entropy is a positive number assigned to every topological 

dynamical system that roughly tells us how much chaotic a dynamical system is. It generally gives the 

exponential rate of growth of the number of orbits distinguishable with finite but arbitrary precision. 

Metric entropy is closely related to topological entropy which not only measures the dynamical 

complexity of mappings, but also plays a very important role in the study of information theory. For 

shifts, entropy measures the information capacity or transmissibility of messages. The entropy of a 

shift is an important number invariant under conjugacy and behaves well under standard operations 

like factor codes and products. For a shift space X, the entropy of X is denoted as h(X) and defined as  

                                                        
)(log

1
lim)( XB

n
Xh n

n ∞→
=  

Though the concepts of Perron-Frobenius theorem, Perron eigenvalue, Perron eigenvector etc. are 

needed for rigorous calculation of entropy of topological Markov shifts, we need nothing other than 

the definition for the calculation of entropy for the full m-shift.  

For the full m-shift n
nmm mXBXX =Σ== )(,][ . So, by simple calculation we have, 

                            
0loglog.

1
limlog

1
lim)(log

1
lim)( >====

∞→∞→∞→
mmn

n
m

n
XB

n
Xh

n

n

n
n

n  

Thus the entropy for the full m-shift is simply 0log >m which indicates the dynamical complexity of 

the phase space mΣ of the topological dynamical system (mΣ ,σ  ).    ■  

Conclusions: 

        In this paper we have mainly established that the shift transformation σ  on the full m-shift mΣ  is 

Devaney Chaotic. To do this we have employed the concepts of graphs, matrix and linear algebra, 

topological Markov chains and metric spaces. In theorem 3.4, the well-known chaotic shift 

transformation σ on mΣ have been shown to be generically δ -chaotic with 1)( =Σ= mdiamδ . In 

theorem 3.6 and 3.7, we have proved that σ has respectively modified weakly chaotic dependence and 

weakly chaotic dependence on initial conditions. In the proof of both the theorems, Li-Yorke pairs 

have been very purposefully constructed. Further, the zeta function of this transformation has also 
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been derived. Simple calculation of entropy for the full m-shift is given as routine work. The ways of 

establishing some results may be fruitfully employed for the same purpose in other topological 

Markov chains. Most of the results are quite interesting and might have profound applications in 

advanced analysis, theory of coding, representation of general dynamical systems and discrete 

mathematics.  
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